We are informing people of all this, as the enemies of “Satan”, namely the “xians”/“muslims” and “jews” are pushing things to a fatality limit. The side of the enemy is always spitefully attacking and plaguing civilization, lying, hiding Truth, the people are being damaged, and simply trying to put anything in decay. Being aware of this consists of understanding things in a deeper sense, than simply understanding the enemy as they are.

Understanding them more in-depth, how they work and then, you will be totally aware of how the enemy operates and what they have done. For many, these are shocking. Reality, as it is today, founded in the root of a jewish controlled world, is simply outright brutal and shocking. We are obligated to inform people as this is a struggle for life and freedom. Not for anyone, but as history turns, for every other life on the planet. On forward now.

---------------

The jews are making life too hard. For Gentiles that is. Because for them, they don't have a fucking place to populate all the things they own. Life for them is supposed to be full of "rest, peace, joy and happiness". For the Goyim it's constant stress, fear, ignorance and death.

Lets start from the 14th century.

In the old times, you would have your farm, your Earth, your plants, your own source of water and anything else, or it would be open to anyone more or less. If you didn't, your community did and you were allowed to this as a member of it. Nobody did put a boundary to these things by "law" or whatever, or did put these in pay, in general. People were living in communities. Life and living was based around the whole of the people, not the individual. You wanted to plant more, you could plant more and therefore have more children, or, the state would give you more Earth to live on. If you made more than what you needed, you could sell this and then, get a return in money so you could give it elsewhere for your own and your family's needs. You were free in your basis of living, but you could also expand. This was the general idea. If you didn't have these, you could get these somehow, or you could be living close to someone who did. To die of starvation was surely harder than it is today, as most people were independent as far as living necessities go anyway, in for instance a huge town where everyone is simply chasing paper to live on. Supposedly, we are living in an "advanced" age of living. An age of cutthroat "capitalism" which always ends up in "Communism" [after socialism poses that it will supposedly “save the people” from the horrors of its cousin, Capitalism] but was evidently a creation of one to another. One ends in the other, one always extends the other, one brings the other. All in their core are endless materialism. Man is a tool and not the center of the above. It's only a tool. And leave the “ethics” aside, same with "Rights". The only ethic of Capitalism is gross matter, the same goes with Communism and Capitalism. Nobody
understands of even feels one another, cares for one another. How can you care about someone when they are so different from you to the point of hostility, biologically, traditionally, whatever.

Men do not have any value, other than some shekel or dollar value. Oh and yes, "human rights". The "right to life". And what life do all the above bring. A meaningless life of materialism and crap. Totally devoid of any spirituality or higher purpose, other than the replication and "advancement" of matter itself. This has reached a point where humans are becoming more and more diseased creatures, weaker by the day, while the supposed "evolution of matter" is simply fucking up the whole of the planet, aside with humankind. Man is practically a fool who goes round around himself all the time. And what is this so called "himself"? Nothing but an idiotic mass running around not knowing what can come tomorrow from his kike masters. Both are jewish ways of thinking and they are simply interchangeable. Both modes of existing as thus benefit the jews and the "ruling" jewish elite. Which rules out all the above only matters to fools and idiots. Surely, capitalism was "better". But why was it better? Because it started with somewhat of a value in the beginning, as with anything else the jew creates, as a trojan horse. It's the fighting forces between the Gentiles and the Kikes that made capitalism livable. The kikes see everything in a perverted understanding. You see in reality, what you are. The kikes are seeing and projecting chaos everywhere, nastiness and ugliness. Because they project what they are. They try to enforce into the minds of people that "This is reality". People are clueless, but reality itself is something that is made. It doesn't simply "happen", other than the laws of nature. For as long as we Gentiles made it good and humane, because from our nature, it's not even remotely "humane" in itself. It's quite neutral and the forces are as they are. It can be anything at all. This can be seen today in America where the a huge percent of the population is either below or close to being impoverished. And we all know who owns America right now. Who creates these conditions. The talmudists from every "yale" and shit that get countries on their hands, to guide these to wars and destructions. Seeing this at the core, surely, not Gentiles.

Leaping forward now, to poor Russia.

For instance, when one inspects the Russia of the Czar, they can see this evidently. The Czar was simply a kid that didn't know anything, compared to the hyenas around him. He was simply living his life as Czar. He didn't have any sort of power, but was merely a frontier. The real power behind the Czar was exercised by the Christian clergy who was choke full of jews and the advisors of the "Czar" who were "priests" or got knowledge from their "priesthood". My point, the jews. When "leaders" had a problem, they would go to "Confess" or whatever to the xian clergy, so they knew it all about them and "advised" them on what to do. For those who know deep of xianity, after a point, "esoteric Christianity" is simply Judaism. It has no difference at all. From experience and knowledge on how "Christianity" revolves in the within, I can guarantee you, they are ultimately aware of that they are using magick and that this book is a book of jewish witchcraft. The "orthodox" church surely is. As for the poor Czar, they had him in their pocket, as nobody did have knowledge of the occult. The "king" was nothing but a poor slave put in a position. They were simply marionettes of these bitches. And how good was their "holy"
advice. Long story short, the xian "mystics" of the time and the kike infested church, working hand in hand, abolished the Gentiles ruling Russia, so the red terror could come later, all led and orchestrated by the jewish punks. Similar instances in the same spectrum have went on in pretty much every other country or "leadership". In promises of freedom for the people, who were nothing but an uneducated mass of animals, thanks to the times who never really made it up from the Middle Ages. 40 million dead by the regime of Judaism of Communist Russia, give out evidently the beauty and freedom of this regime and also the beautiful promises it poses. Still, after so many countries who were devastated from this insanity, some people linger on to this.

Then, they come and take all that shit and they tell people that they will gain extra freedoms by being "free workers". "Free" as in the sense they would be "citizens". This was entirely positive, as people only shortly in time have escaped the jewish slavery of being owned by some "landlord", no different than property. "Free" worker means you get paid "Money" and you solely rely on "money". The system of capitalism allowed some “lucky” ones to amass insane amounts of money, which was allowed by the rapid industrialization and the revolution it brought. More production = More money. But how can it be more money? More slaves of course, that are to buy the things. This is how the jews have always seen this. We Gentiles never saw this that way. But the sadistic Yiddish do see this that way and always, they abide by this law. They left the goyim have a better “life”, “reproduce”, so they can have more money slaves and more consumers. Money can’t be eaten, you do not have the necessary Earth to live and be independent, so you are totally dependent on the system to live it. The system itself is “unwilling” to live you or provide most of the necessities. You are “free” after all. “Free” when bound by a whole system you do not even quite understand. But also, you will get "ups" and "lows" as the system fluctuates. This system is based on money and is moved by those who owned money/wealth, as “leadership” now means “who goes into the best university” and so forth. And who owns the money, he who owns the metals, the lands, the inheritances, later "stocks" etc. For the most part, the shekelsteins. Not entirely, thankfully.

The beginning of all this was a bunch of oligarchs leading the masses of illiterate people, who at best knew only “jesus is mai gud” and that’s all they knew. Most of these newly brought people from villages didn’t know a thing. Who did own all this from the Middle Ages, obviously or not? The kikes. If they didn’t own these straight up, they owned in the Soul those who did. So it is technically, the same thing. Their centuries upon centuries of lying, swindling, murdering and psychologically attacking the goyim, having pretty much absorbed all knowledge of how to deal with Gentiles has been a very strong guarantee for handling the goyim. The kikes KNOW and are all about such knowledge, while the Goyim are told to remain fucking IGNORANT towards everything. If you do not KNOW, you can easily be fucked over by those who do. Knowledge is power and Satan represents KNOWLEDGE. Knowledge and knowing are the fatal crimes of the goyim, so is spirituality and being civilized. All these things guarantee that the kikes will not get their way with destroying others.

It wouldn’t be long till they usurped everything for themselves and they did built up
a monetary oligarchy. They are thief naturally. Creation, as they rave in their Talmudic books, is for the goyim. The kikes are to sit there like an effendi and eat, shit and fuck as they please. They aren’t to labor for shit. YOU will labor, THEY will STEAL. We are living this today. Countries and ordinary citizens, after they have fallen victim to the jewish projections of the “Jewish dream” have fell the ladder through borrowed money and now, their whole lives are demanded. And of course, anything they owned prior to this is stolen by the kikes. With trust in kikes, you simply LOSE. This is the “free” man of nowadays. Yes, many things got better. This is entirely true. But the kikes simply are pushing everything we are trying to make good into unnatural extremes. For them it doesn’t matter what we “have”. Whatever form of “power” exists and helps them ascend to, consciously or not, act their Talmudic crap, and is entirely fine. “Capitalism” and “Democracy” are simply jokes. If anything is done, it’s done over money that is being borrowed. Most all actions are simply delays and shit by the “ruling powers” who simply ascend to fill their pocket, wealth and make a better name, while leaving the office having done nothing for the people. All this is simply, different parties, different “ideas” but nothing changes in the end for the people. If it does, it’s mostly for the worst for the people, as they always pay the price later, even if this is utter uncertainty or even worse, total loss. If any ordinary citizen makes his way upwards, no matter the effort, his position is just as questionable. And this cannot happen out of “coincidence”.

Many people do actually have such power and this is great, but since the aim is the “person” and the personal gratification, many others who cannot “take this” simply do get lost. And for what all this, so the so called ‘individual’ will simply die in the end. Or get killed as many many people have done over the past centuries for getting too high and approaching the kikes in the ladder. And this "system" was enforced by the jews. They tell people, go and give up this kind of old living entirely. Give up “race”, give up the “collective”, give up “altruism”, the “planet”, who the fuck cares? “Animals”? “Living life”? Go ahead and be a fucking pig to everybody, “profit” is your only aim. “God” made the world after all, so who gives a fuck. The kike sitting in the clouds is your “gawd” and he created the “earth” so all actions are ok, other than offending the kikes who are the people of the cheezen. Where all this has ended to?

In a society of living dead zombies that simply live purposelessly until they die, while leaving behind a total destruction of their environment and others. They do not even “tolerate” criticism. They are living in a sea of diseased ideas where self-destruction is “freedom”. Base chakra and below this if possible. Completely detached of the ways of the past, nature, order or anything that pretty much constitutes life In general. The average Joe is a living slave and that’s that. Why? Because the kikes have maligned things that way. Because they never have given a fuck about “freedom” and in all their history, they have proved this thing. Remember, the kikes malign and pervert all we are trying to create. The intention of capitalism was to enhance productivity and general advancement, in the basis of what it started. For the jews all these mean nothing anyway. They abuse the notions in these systems and with their systematic Xian programming of the people, which results in outright thinking as a Communist, they are pushing things even further. All this, beginning to end is of theirs. They are playing all sides against the
middle.

This they will not tolerate, as they themselves are “god”. Those who are strong and can adjust are nevertheless, very strong and brave, even in such system. Thanks to people who made it higher and protected our freedoms, consciously or not, we can still call this system a “livable” one. Remember, the jews and Gentiles are pushing the same wheel over another direction. The kikes intended it to be simply formalized slavery. This is what we should always do, ascend higher. The thing is though, we are striving towards a different direction with all this in the end. That is to free ourselves and free people through Satan. People must fight and ascend always higher than where we are now. The kikes do simply see “capitalism” as a weapon to move things further to their direction, through the use of money and monetary power and what have you.

So the people said ok, let's do this. They left the way their parents were living. "Karl Marx" is the best one to explain all this, as a proudly being a jew of his time, from a Rabbinical family, could see right exactly what his fellow kikes did to society. But, you will be cut off from your mother Earth and from what basically...Guarantees you the freedom of your own life and living. In the instant of few years, ways of living that were being tried and true since forever. And they enter a basically cutthroat kike system that is entirely based on paper. Of course, with the jews, there is never "Freedom" whatsoever. If anything remotely of such exists, it’s under their control and they try to either weaponize it, or put it under their thumb. Every and all their promises for "freedom" and "advancement" come off as destruction and suffering in the long-term. The kikes have brought down this system many times, which killed many people and robber countless lives [1920] and of course, your trusted friends, the kikes have arranged it as such that they will be exiting the so called "crisis" with having doubled or tripled their wealth, and of course, owning anything that rightfully belonged to you for your family’s work. In 1920 they simply agreed they would bring everything to ruin, which they did. They take all this, they expand their power. People die in the millions. Wars might happen. But it doesn't matter as it’s all profit and you are goyim - animals. Then the Hitler phenomenon happened. Since they have been more “careful” but of course, they aren't going to move backwards either. They are in fact more scared and are pushing things forward unlike ever before.

Now you are in the 21st century. The "dream" is an American crap which is basically, boose, money and your own little sorry existence that will sooner or later die off like some dust in the wind. They fill this shitty existence with horrendous amounts of xianity, slave like attitude and of course, a strong streak of ambition, sadomasochism, that only YOU are worth and nobody else. Every man to his own. The kikes in the same time work in reverse, while they pretend they work that way. They are all in for “Judea” they are all in the same path more or less. No matter where in the globe, they work for their purposes. It's impossible that they do not, as their higher-ups totally control the lower downs. Who gives a shit about anyone else. It's all about them. The average stupid goyim sees only himself.

I am going to be the pop-star I always wanted and all hold all these billions. Yea, fucking sure thing. To live basically, the jewish dream and what they have projected you to live. They don't even choose what “god” to believe in or how they will leave.
Satanists here have made their choice to go against these jooish hoaxes. The kikes aren't getting billions to live that shit, as they know all this shit is plastic and fake. They know the foundations of life are tradition, wealth to the common and family and so forth. Surely, they love these shekels. They grind their teeth with them. They murder goy with dem shekels. They know real powers comes from owning land, minerals and also, owning things that you can actually eat. They teach their fellow jews everything, also their children, from day one, in their “holy” books. Meanwhile you Gentiles are stupid enough and you think that having money is about buying gold chains, rings and shit. Blacks want a gold chain, whites want highest edjewcation [nothing of these is negative on its own] whatever stereotype shit they have been told. The kikes aren’t made for that shit. They are, according to their books, to be the slaver of anyone else. If they get educated, they take actual education on what to do. They look down to generations and the future of their filthy “race”. They simply gather and gather more and more to further the powers of their kind and their influence. They are told to stay modest and even not wash themselves as to not waste money. Because who the fuck has money for soap.

Obviously, it’s not in the nature of any Gentile to do such shit. But, my main point is, the jews are cutting people away from the very fundamentals of REALITY and living. This extends anywhere. People will rather believe fairytales of their own mind, than what they see, what is actually in front of them, what they believe and so forth. People are lying to themselves 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. They use the spiritual tendencies of people to turn them into zombies that believe in crappy [jewish] fairytales. There is no better way to prevail over someone other than cutting them from nature entirely. The hoaxes of “Communism”, “Christianity” and “Pisslam” are all the same thing and revolve around the same thing. Conditioning people to slavery, blind obedience and disregard for nature entirely.

They are stingy and called stingy for that reason. The billions of the jewish billionaires aren't going to live simply slavish lifestyles, but they are being used through their own being to further the jewish ends. This involves having 10's of children. One's personal "life" and wellbeing stops at a number of money. You cannot consume 1500 donuts a day or you will obviously die. No matter how much more you have, life doesn't improve for yourself after a point. You are told certain things to do what will supposedly "get you money" or whatever. You are given "free loans", so you can live the life they promise you, or so you can get your grandma to hospital. Generally, paying for “life problems” that could be in a healthy society be virtually NON-EXISTENT. Because you were so "unfortunate" (thanks to the jewish god that only benefits the kikes and curses every Gentile no matter their hard effort) and your 99 year old grandma was struck by an airplane in the plaza, as she was flirting with another guy believing she should get married and it’s never too late to do anything, because she is liberal. And fuck you if you say otherwise. Well your grandma died in the explosion or better yet, she stays alive and wants to marry this guy, which she demands. She costs you like 50,000 either way. Oh my, how unfortunate you are. Do not forget the kikes utilize the spiritual means to curse every “opposition”.

You think this is "life", but me, having studied the kikes in-depth, I have to tell you, there is a jewish curse that goes like "May one man have ships full of gold and may
he be so ill that he cannot use anything”, “May your grin turn to blood”. What this means, no matter if you make it to be happy, be accursed forever. Simple as that. This is the life they create for you. They are creating this by the use of the so called “occult powers”. There are thousands of Jewish curses that are like this. The Jews having the occult means and from these, all sorts of power, monetary, political, law power and also, the banking system [which is a 100% Jewish invention], can simply swindle out every Gentile that dares go against that shit or goes too "far". IF they can't stop them, they throw him a Jewish wife, so they will fuck over his genetic pool, but also, take his wealth. After all, this fool was only taught that beauty is external and Race doesn't matter, to the foolish goyim. The Jew wins again. As always, things they have never built, they can steal in other ways. This is how the Jews think. They are entitled to this anyway, destined to do so by “god”.

Haven't you ever questioned your fucking self, why that we are supposedly “living for ourselves” and “for our happiness” (which is by the way only money) you don't have any of these things and neither do most other people? Why is there so much nastiness inside this world? You do not own yourself, therefore you don't have your Soul, you haven't found happiness except of momentary happy ups and downs, caused to you by McDonalds or whatever. Every man seeks happiness and the absolute, but nobody ever gets there, or even knows the way. Satan shows you the way through meditation, to the absolute beauty and happiness. And the Godhead. The Jews are hiding all this from you, although evidence from our Ancestors lies everywhere for you to see, still. The Jews are promising you shit you will never have, or you have to destroy yourself to have, that is, while serving them of course. You will never, ever, have yourself, not even a “God” of your own. You will serve THEIR Jewish idea of “god”. You are NOT allowed to have a God of your own. You have “sold” yourself to the Jewish “JHVH” long before you even had the choice to do so. You are obviously so free!

But we are by now in the 21st century.

After all, the Jews are entitled to this sort of stealing everything the Goy animals have worked for. They have and own these “free” people through anything. They rule the resources from where you live, so they can close this like a faucet and kill you if they so desire. They control your brain through television, or who knows, later on they may actually inject you with some microchip, just to make sure the goy don't go wild. Since they didn’t have full power to do this, and since “JHVH” (the Jewish people) is supposed to be “ALL POWERFUL” they have to become as such. In the 20th century they further their things and cause things like hyperinflation or whatever, to shape the World condition as they see fit. More profits, own more, more power, more expansion, towards total Jewish communism. World War 1 was this thing. Then something happens in Germany. But something happens from within the masses of the “Goy”. Adolf Hitler rises to power and before him, others have fought against this invisible enemy. For the first time, he reveals them, unmasks them and demands them to leave everyone at their own Will and let us restore our Order and return to each to our own way. Let the people be free. They wage war on Hitler to advance their profits and their bullshit, as fast as they can, dragging millions of Gentiles to death, in which Hitler loses this battle towards the common enemy of Humanity. They remember this as their fatal scar in the face.
They spend the next 60 years in daily defamation of Hitler, advancing, expanding, re-writing history, brainwashing the masses of the people, taking total control of any opinion or whatever, either by creating a multitude of unrealistic opinions or outright crappy fairytales or whatever, or by enslaving the minds of the “goy” or by expanding their the numbers of opinions. They teach people to only give a damn about themselves, to live away from nature, they teach them to live a horrific way of life or even self-destroy themselves. While they are paying the jew. They control every thought in their heads by all means. They are building a lie to keep people blind, so they will peacefully pass away as they are here. They strangulate lives as they see fit, through in “legalized” ways, invent new ways and reasons to control the masses, through technology or other means. New problems are created for the stupid goy, new solutions are sold to the stupid goy. Who spend their lifetimes and that of their families in a kike rat wheel and do not even own their “soul” anymore, yet they think they are free. The people think foolishly they are free.

And why the kikes do all that? Because they remember. They remember they were slaves, the supposed “persecutions”. They remember quite well they are alien to us.

Unlike you, THEY REMEMBER.

They are taught in their tradition. They are told to destroy and all other “traditions” and as such, memories. Tradition is the teaching of this memory. They do not toy with that shit. Whomever doesn't promote this tradition and brainwashes their progeny with it, is a jewish enemy. Be it of their own or of whomever else. This person will be hated, expelled and relentlessly fought. They will kill this fool, if they dare do this. Because they know entirely. That this sort of “memory” and tradition isn't something to be toyed with. They know damn well the meanings of “tradition”, “Race”, DNA, what have you. They have stayed loyal to that ideal in hundreds of years. This gave them the ability to prevail against everyone else.

You know, recent scientific studies say that a Banana and a Human being share 50% of DNA. That means, you can relate to a Banana by 50% of your DNA. What is the DNA? The DNA is Genetic Memory. It's MEMORY. These are MEMORIES. These are past events, that are encoded in some sort of universal language. These memories define everything you are and you do, if we understanding this or not it doesn't matter. They define you no matter if you like it or not, but you should like it and love this. These are coincidences, these are happenings, these are seeds of fate. You are nothing but some sort of memory, upon which you add. This is the Blood. If you had another form of “memory” by 50 percent in your cells, you would be a fucking Banana. Fewer than 5% of “Differences” percent and you would be a baboon. Everything you are is inside this eternal and unending “memory” arrangement. Inside this sacred language called “life” and DNA, which happens to have the form of two serpents interlining one the other. Serpent = Satan. Studies have shown that everything, from our bodies, the shape, anything, comes from this “memory” named DNA.

The Greeks state Truth is “a-lethea”. Which translates To not forget, that which is not forgotten. Tradition is one part of this. Our Pagan religions are another. The
lifetimes of people behind us, are another thing. Satan and the Gods told us, to never forget. This the meaning of Satanism. Inside us, this “memory” sleeps. Between the Races of different Gentiles there rests a Truth. This ties into the Racial purity. In something to huge as our Genetic pool, even a 0.1% of distortion can mean bad news. They would make you a banana, but a banana cannot serve them, so they are making sure the worst of humanity will come out through each lifetime, so the blood will keep becoming more and more fucked up, the people more and more unhealthy, more docile, more lost, more stupid, uglier, more without a Soul. Just enough to serve. Nothing will survive but a drone that will do all the kike master says. He will preferably be entirely deprived of any desire to go against the “master”. They know that somehow, somewhere, “memories” rest that could possibly “remind” us of some bad guy that is named “Satan” or of some other “outrageous” thing named “Spirituality”. This drone they are trying to create is still in a condition that they can attack the “master” so they are deliberately working both in disposal of such drones and bastardization of anything else. So they can eradicate such possibility.

The kikes are promoting 100% of distortion. For others. Because for themselves, they are keeping a “1000 years at least, pure line, straight from Abraham” which they name as the “Cohen” Class. Abraham never existed, by any way, pseudo-history serves the kikes well. They are keeping this “memory” line pure. And it’s the most exalted amongst the kikes. Who the more “mixed” they are, they are more “ungodly”. Do you see what they mean by this? They go and try to go by the dictates of nature. Both the spiritual, metaphysical and the physical. They are accursed by nature, but nevertheless, they really try.

Long story short, the enemy is afraid of such “resurgence” of these memories, because this inevitably brings one in realization of what has been done to this reality and this society. They are so deathly afraid because they have hid everything from us, lied about everything, tried to control everything, have harmed everything, have did wrong to everyone more or less.

But the Truth within still rests dormant, awaiting around the corner to destroy these oppressive alien kikes. The dragon is ready to spit forth his everlasting fire, once again, through the Gentile people.

Satan will re-emerge and finish them all!!!!

Clean this world from this deadly plague!!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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